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Abstract
Pulse oximetry screening is safe, non-invasive, easy to perform and proven to enhance detection of critical congenital heart disease in newborns. However, this test has yet to be adopted as routine practice in Canada. The present practice point highlights essential details and recommendations for screening, which research has shown to be highly specific, with low false-positive rates. Optimal screening for critical congenital heart disease should include prenatal ultrasound, physical examination and pulse oximetry screening. Screening should be performed between 24 h and 36 h postbirth, using the infant’s right hand and either foot to minimize false-positive results. Newborns with abnormal results should undergo a thorough evaluation by the most responsible health care provider. When a cardiac diagnosis cannot be excluded, referral to a paediatric cardiologist for consultation and echocardiogram is advised.
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Pulse oximetry screening (POS) in newborns has been shown to enhance the detection of critical congenital heart disease (CCHD).\(^1\)-\(^4\) While many programs around the world have recommended and adopted screening, it is not yet standard practice in Canada. This practice point presents highlights and recommendations from a recently published, Canadian Paediatric Society-endorsed position statement from the Canadian Cardiovascular Society and Canadian Pediatric Cardiology Association.\(^5\) Throughout this practice point, the term “newborn” includes both term and late preterm infants (born between 34 0/7 weeks and 36 6/7 weeks gestational age) being cared for in locations outside the neonatal intensive care unit.

What is critical congenital heart disease?
Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common congenital malformation, with a prevalence of 12/1000 live births in Canada. Approximately one-quarter of these newborns have CCHD, defined as more severe and often duct-dependant lesions that require intervention early in life for optimal outcome.\(^3\)-\(^6\)-\(^7\)
Examples of lesions detectable using pulse oximetry screening

### Most consistently cyanotic
- Hypoplastic left heart syndrome
- Pulmonary atresia with intact ventricular septum
- Total anomalous pulmonary venous return
- Tetralogy of Fallot
- Transposition of the great arteries
- Tricuspid atresia
- Truncus arteriosus

### May be cyanotic
- Coarctation of the aorta
- Double outlet right ventricle
- Ebstein’s anomaly
- Interrupted aortic arch
- Defects with single ventricle physiology

Adapted from reference 3

---

**Why do we need to do more?**

Early diagnosis remains crucial for CCHD because delay increases morbidity, mortality and disability.\(^7\) One United States study estimates that 30% of CCHDs are diagnosed more than three days after birth, while a study from northern England reports 25% of CCHDs are diagnosed following discharge from hospital.\(^8\)\(^9\) In a study from Sweden, deaths from unrecognized CCHD occurred at a rate of 4.6/100,000 live births.\(^10\) A one-time survey from the Canadian Paediatric Surveillance Program (CPSP) showed that 36% of responders had been involved in a late-presenting CCHD case, of which 52% of responders recalled the case requiring resuscitation.\(^11\)

Current screening with prenatal ultrasound is limited by low sensitivity. In Alberta, from 2007 to 2010, only 50% of newborns with CHD requiring surgery before one year of age were diagnosed prenatally. This detection rate was similar to rates found in large studies in the U.S. and United Kingdom. Detection rates are improving overall but are influenced by regional expertise and other mediating factors.\(^9\)\(^12\)\(^13\)

Physical examination findings may be limited by lack of examiner expertise or confidence, and some types of CCHD may not present with clinical features — such as a murmur, cyanosis, tachypnea or laboured breathing — before discharge.\(^3\) A study from Norway showed that hospitals without POS were only able to detect 77% of CCHDs by clinical features before discharge.\(^1\)

**How can POS help?**

POS can identify otherwise clinically undetectable degrees of cyanosis and should be used adjunctively with prenatal ultrasound and newborn physical examination to reduce the diagnostic gaps in detecting CCHDs.\(^14\) In one large, multicentre Swedish study, hospitals reported a seven times higher positive predictive value with POS compared with physical examination (20.69% versus 3.06%) and a much higher likelihood ratio for detecting CCHD (344.8 versus 32.4).\(^10\) Sensitivities of 82% to 92% have been reported by adding POS to prenatal ultrasound and newborn physical examination.\(^10\)\(^15\)

Applying results from one study\(^15\) that indicated a prenatal detection rate of 50% of infants with CCHDs, POS could potentially detect an additional 35/100,000
newborns with these heart anomalies. In Canada, where 388,729 births were reported in 2014, applying an incidence for CCHD of 3/1000 births and a prenatal detection rate of 50%, 583 cases of CCHD await detection after birth. The implementation of POS could detect an additional 136 cases of CCHD per year before the appearance of symptoms. The CPSP survey found that 83% of the general paediatrician responders were aware of POS but only 26% were screening.[11]

How does POS measure up as a screening test?

POS is safe, non-invasive, easy to perform and widely available. In one systematic review of 229,421 neonates, POS was shown to have a high specificity (at 99.9%) and a moderately high sensitivity (at 76.5%).[4] Studies from the U.S. and U.K. also report that POS is cost-neutral to cost-effective for detecting CCHD.[10][16][18]

Abnormal, particularly false-positive (FP) POS results can help with detection of other causes of hypoxemia, including important infections and respiratory disorders requiring intervention.[19]

The potential reach of POS is comparable to more established newborn screening practices. CCHDs are as common in newborns as cystic fibrosis (0.5/1000 births), hearing loss (1 to 3/1000) and hypothyroidism (1/4000), and FP rates are similar or better for POS (at 0.05% to 0.5%) compared with universal newborn hearing screening (0.5% to 4%) and newborn thyroid screening (2%).[20]

Who should be screened?

All term and late preterm infants should be routinely screened. POS has not been adequately studied in preterm newborns or in the NICU setting relative to cut-off values for normal and abnormal. While pulse oximetry is an important monitoring tool for newborns with signs of CHD, such as organic murmurs or other cardiac findings, the POS protocol described here is intended for use in asymptomatic newborns in non-acute care settings.

When should newborns be screened?

POS can be performed at any time after birth but is recommended for infants 24 h to 36 h of age. One meta-analysis showed FP rates of 0.05% screening after 24 h (versus 0.50% before 24 h) without significant impact on sensitivity.[4] This tenfold increase in FP rate could significantly impact resource utilization, especially when transportation is required to access cardiology services.

Screening between 24 h and 36 h allows for flexibility, such that testing becomes part of the daily schedule but does not need to happen in the early morning hours, when a positive result could impact workload and resources unnecessarily. Some centres administer POS at the time of the newborn hearing assessment, the first bath, or alongside other routinely scheduled evaluations. Screening for infants discharged before 24 h from hospitals or free-standing birthing centres, or for home births, would require special arrangements. Despite the risk for higher FP rates, screening before 24 h is preferable to not screening at all. Centres having a care system sufficiently robust to ensure that early discharge newborns either return or are assessed by public health nurses at 24 h to 36 h post-birth could be an effective alternative. Similarly, midwives could screen during the routine home visit, at around 24 h post-birth. Whatever the local practice may be, consistency and effective communication are critical, as well as having a tracking system in place so that newborns are not lost to screening.
Figure 1
What screening protocol should be used?

Check oxygen saturations in the right and either foot of all newborns between 24-36 hrs of age

- <90% in right hand or foot is ABNORMAL
- 90-94% in right hand and foot OR >3% difference between right hand and foot is BORDERLINE
- ≥95% in right hand or foot AND ≤3% difference between right hand and foot is NORMAL

Repeat screen in 1 hour

- <90% in right hand or foot is ABNORMAL
- 90-94% in right hand and foot OR >3% difference between right hand and foot is BORDERLINE
- ≥95% in right hand or foot AND ≤3% difference between right hand and foot is NORMAL

Repeat screen in 1 hour

- <90% in right hand or foot is ABNORMAL
- 90-94% in right hand and foot OR >3% difference between right hand and foot is BORDERLINE
- ≥95% in right hand or foot AND ≤3% difference between right hand and foot is NORMAL

FAILED Screen
CALL the most responsible health care provider

PASSED Screen
Continue with NORMAL newborn care

Adapted from reference 5. With permission.
Figure 1 shows the protocol followed in the Canadian Cardiovascular Society/Canadian Pediatric Cardiology Association position statement.[5] Screening can be completed in about 5 minutes.[17]

While protocols testing only one foot detect most CCHDs, additional sensitivity is gained by testing the right hand and one foot. Using the left hand is not recommended because of proximity to the ductus arteriosus. Local expertise should guide the use of pulse oximetry equipment and practices.

The 90% oxygen saturation (SaO₂) threshold for failed screens is supported by data from one study where the CCHD group showed a median post-ductal SaO₂ of 90%.[10] A borderline screening result, with an SaO₂ reading in any limb of 90% to 94% or >3% difference between limbs, has greater potential to be an FP than an SaO₂ reading <90%. Studies usually repeated testing after 1 h to allow transitional circulation to adapt and decrease the risk for an FP result. A 3rd borderline result is considered a ‘fail’ because continuing to retest prolongs the screening process unnecessarily and clinical decompensation may occur.

What to do with a failed POS screen?
Newborns with a failed screen require thorough assessment by the most responsible health care provider, who may be a midwife, nurse, nurse practitioner or physician. An assessment that includes four limb blood pressures, an electrocardiogram and a chest x-ray may be helpful. If not already initiated, consult with a paediatrician, and when the most likely cause for a failed screening result appears to have a cardiac origin or remains unclear, a consult with paediatric cardiology followed by an echocardiogram is required to rule out CCHD. For many centres in Canada, the need for ground or air transport to access cardiology services, including an echocardiogram, underlines the importance of minimizing FP results.

What are the limitations of POS screening?
While POS can help detect the cardiac anomalies listed in the text box, it cannot identify all patients with CHD. The frequency of false negatives is low, reported in only 33/229,421 (0.014%) neonates screened in one meta-analysis.[14] Because coarctation of the aorta is a challenge to diagnose by any detection method, a confident assessment of femoral pulses in the newborn period can be critical.

It is difficult to generalize the cost benefit of POS across all regions of Canada because prenatal ultrasound detection rates and access to echocardiography vary widely, but regions with high prenatal detection rates would probably benefit less from POS.

Summary of recommendations for practice
- Pulse oximetry screening improves detection rates for critical congenital heart disease and is recommended for all newborns in Canada, especially when used in conjunction with prenatal ultrasound and physical examination.
- Recognizing that delivery and time of discharge practices vary across Canada, the timing of testing should be individualized for each centre and (ideally) occur after 24 hrs post-birth to lower false-positive results. And because the intent is to screen newborns before they develop symptoms, the goal should be to perform screening before they reach 36 hours of age.
- Testing using the right hand and one foot minimizes false-negative rates.
- A rigorous care system should ensure that all newborns are screened and tracked for follow-up, as needed.
- Newborns who FAIL screening should undergo a complete clinical evaluation by the most responsible health care provider, which could include consultation with a paediatrician if the initial assessment did not involve one. If a cardiac diagnosis cannot be excluded, referral to a paediatric cardiologist for consultation and echocardiogram is advised.
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